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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Every pupil in school needs assistance in discovering his real
self, in measuring his own capabilities, in choosing the type of school
or university course which will assist him in developing his talents,
in aiding him to choose an occtçation suited to his aptitudes and
abilities, and finally, in helping him relate to the community and
life itself.

Guidance services can help youth to meet these needs.

Pamenter states that:
Guidance in schools is an emphasis and a process in education
ccmcemed with understanding the individual student and with
helping the student to a better understanding of himself, his
opportunities, and his social responsibilities.^
Zeran, Dallas, and Wegner add that guidance is a developmental process
by which an individual is assisted
. . . to understand and accept his abilities, aptitudes,
interests, and attitudes in relation to his aspirations, so
that he may increasingly become more capable of making free
and wise choices both as an individual and as a member of a
dynamic, expanding society.^
Guidance services provide experiences likely to stimulate and
assist the student to develop his potentialities to the full.

To meet

pupil needs, guidance services programs in the last three decades have

% . D . Parmenter, Blueprint for Guidance in Canadian Schools
(Toronto; Crest Publishing Conpany, Ltd., 196?), p . 9.
2
Franklin N. Zeran et al., Guidance: Theory and Practice (New
York: American Book Ccmpany, 196k), pp. llÇ-llél
' ’
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concentrated on the self-realization of the individual, and the assist
ance to all students in the attainment of their fullest possible poten
tial.

Discussing his theory of the self, Rogers points out that since
■a

"man lives essentially in his own personal and subjective world,"

the

purpose of the school guidance services "is to enhance the personal
development, the psychological growth toward a socialized maturity, of
its clients.
Nash also emphasizes the importance of the concept of selfrealization in guidance by stating that school guidance services pro
grams "can encourage the dreams and ambitions of our students and yet
still encourage them to study themselves and the relationship between
their talents and their dreams."
With this approach in mind, guidance personnel should recognize
individual differences in intelligence, interests, ^titudes, acccsnplishments, physical growth, social adaptability, and other character
istics affecting social, mental and anotional development.

This

analysis of individual differences should lead to a discovery of
individual needs.

^Carl R. Rogers, "A Theory of Therapy, Personality and Inter
personal Relationships, as Developed in the Client-Centered Framework,"
in Psychology; A Study of Science, S. Koch (ed.) (New York; McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1959T T p * 191.
, "The Interpersonal Relationship; The Core of
Guidance," in Counseling and Guidance; A Summary View, James F. Adams
(ed.) (New York; The Macmillan Ccmçjany, 196^), p. Ï 63.
^Paul Nash, "Some Notes Toward a Philosophy of School Counseling,"
in Guidelines for Guldmce; Headings in the Philosophy of Guidance,
Carlton E. Beck(ed.) (Dubuque, Iowa; William C. Brown Co., Inc., 1966),
p. 166.
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The adequacy of the guidance program is determined by the extent
to tdilch a school provides for the individual needs of its students.
Zeran, 1alias, and Wegner suggest that school guidance service, to be
effective, must assist each student in "his drive to become idxat he is
capable of becoming,"^
Background of the Problem
The phenomenal changes such as the tremendous explosion of know
ledge, the expansion of population, the burst of technology, the dis
covery of new forms of energy, and the rise of new nations have increas7
ingly affected the educational scene during the last fifty years.
These changes in turn have brought out changes in employment trends,
in the nature of schools, in society, in world events, in the knowledge
and understanding about learning and child development.

Moreover,

change has become the basic condition of life in a dynamic society.
If we have to face the challenge of change in the fast changing wrld,
we must be prepared to bring about fundamental changes in our educa
tional system because the education of yesterday does not satisfy the
needs of today, much less the pressing requirements of tomorrow.

In

keeping pace with these changes, there is a need for reconsideration
of the objectives of the guidance services program, iMch is an integral
part of education in the Canadian schools.
Thus, if we want to equip our students adequately with civic as
well as vocational efficiency— and the qualities of character that go

^Zeran e;t al.,
cit., p. 12.
7
J. Lloyd Trunç» and Dorsey Baynham, Guide to Better Schools
(Chicago*. Rand McKally and Cmpany, 1961), p. 3.
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it--, if we want that onr students should not emerge as helpless
individuals vÆio do not know what to do with themselves, if we want
that the instructional program in the schools be facilitated, we must
make provisions for the adequate guidance services in our schools to
meet the growing needs of the changing times.
The guidance services program must do that it can to assist
young people towards an understanding of modem society and their role
in it.

It must provide students with information vdiich will help them

cope with the problems of employment and social change, and make maxi
mum use of their educational opportunities.
The fast changing economic and social conditions have brought
out new analyses for our value-system as well as new adjustments for
every individual.

These factors inç»ly further e3q>ansion of education

in the realm of both the family and the ccmmunlty.

Indubitably, if

these problems are not given adequate attention, the individual will
cease to have the importance much needed in a democratic society.

A

way must be found not only to preserve individualism but to provide
each person with an effective role in our society regardless of how
conditions change.

There is no denying the fact that guidance services

can be of immense help in this direction.
Speaking on the role of guidance services in today's education,
Conant is quoted as sajdng that ''it will not be too much to say that
on the success or failure of our guidance program hangs, in all prob
ability, the success or failure of our system of public education."^

^Parmenter, o^. cit., p. 1.
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Setting of the Stti^y
A guidance program must be designed to the needs of the community
It serves.

Local traditions and the socio-economic environment of the

community should influence the nature of a well-organized guidance
program.
Canadian Forces Base, Medley, Alberta, is one of the largest air
bases in Canada.

It is situated in northeastern Alberta at a distance

of 180 miles frrni Edmonton, the capital of Alberta.
Post-war developments of high speed

aircraftand weapons very

rapidly out-moded the World War II vintage weapon test range existing
in Canada.

Out of the resulting requirement for a modem range, the

development of the Canadian Forces Base, Medley, evolved-

In 19^0,

efforts were made to find an area large enough to handle the existing
and the future requirements of an air weapons range.

After careful

consideration, it was decided that the Gold Lake area offered the best
location.

The next step was to select the site for the base from which

the aircraft could operate.

Construction of the base, a few miles from

the communities of Cold Lake and Grand Center, started in 1952.

The

base was officially opened in March, 195b.

Since then the base has

alws^s operated as an operational training

base forthe pilots who fly

the GF lOb "straight fighter" and F 5 "freedom fighter" stçersonic
aircraft.
On the base there are over 7,000 air force personnel, civilians
and dependents, making it one of the eight largest ccanmunitles in the
Province of Alberta.

The residents of the base are provided living

accommodations by the D^artment of National Defense.
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With regard to educational facilities on the hase, there are
four schools idiich cater to the educational needs of some 2,500 stud
ents from grades one through t>relve. The official name of the school
system Is Biggin m i l School District.
The administrative staff consists of a school s\ç>erintendent, a
business administrator, a director of guidance services, and an elementaiy supervisor.

Each school has its oun principal, vice-principal,

and school secretary.

The instructional staff consists of llU teachers.

The school board has also hired specialists in home economics, indus
trial arts, music, fine arts, oral French, typing and shorthand, and
remedial reading.
The curriculum of the base schools corresponds with that of the
other schools in the Province of Alberta.
There is also provision for religious education in all the four
schools.

Statement of the Problem
The study has been undertaken to evaluate the existing guidance
services program in the Biggin Hill School District, Medley, Alberta,
with a view to making recommendations for inroroveraent.

Purpose of the Study
The study aims at the following objectives:
(a) To examine the existing guidance services program in the
Biggin Hill School District, Medley, Alberta, grades one through twelve.
(b) To compare the Medley guidance program with those of the
other school districts in the surrounding areas in the province.
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(cl To compare the statistics relative to the guidance facilities
provided in the Biggin Hill School District with provincial and national
statistics.
(d) To make recommendations for the improvement of the guidance
services program in the Biggin Hill School District.

Delimitations
1.

The stutfy deals only with the following aspects of the guid

ance services program:
(a) Appraisal of pi;qpils
(b) Information service
(c) Scheduling and planning
(d) Facilitating post-school transition
(e) Counseling
(f) Evaluation
2.

For the purpose of ccanparlng the existing guidance services

in the Biggin Hill School District with those of the other school sys
tems, the study has been delimited to the following school districts,
divisions or counties:
(a) County of Athabasca
(b) St. Paul School District
(c) County of Lac Ste. Anne
(d) St. Albert Protestant School District
(e) Lac La Biche School Division
(f) Calgary Public School District
(g) Edmonton Separate School District
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3. With respect to the views of the teachers on the existing
guidance services program in the Biggin Hill School District, the study
had been limited to those teachers who actually teach in the classroom.
Thus, teachers who are working as librarians and substitute teachers
have not been included.

Limitations
1.

Since the concept of guidance in Alberta schools is compara

tively new, and the guidance services in the Medley schools were begun
only three years ago, it is possible that all the teachers in the
system are not fully familiar with these services and their scope.
This may place a limitation on the study.
2. The study is subject to the limitations of a mailed question
naire.

The chief among these is the possible misinterpretation of some

parts of the questionnaire.

Although efforts were made to make the

questions sirple and clear in order to elicit correct responses from
the respcmdents, it is possible that some respondents mgy have misin
terpreted some parts of the questionnaire and thereby stpplied insuf
ficient and/or incorrect information.
3.

Another limitation of the study is that it does not include

appraisals from the pupils in,the Medley schools.

Definition of Terms
Teacher. The term refers to a professional teacher in the school

# 0 has been certified by the Alberta Teachers' Evaluation Committee.
Junior High School. Grades seven to nine, inclusive, are called
junior high school, whether or not there actually exists a separate
unit for these grades.
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Senior High School. It is comprised of grades ten, eleven, and
twelve, whether or not there actually exists a separate unit for these
grades.
Secondary School. The term secondary school is used to mean the
same as the term senior high school defined above.
Elementary School. Grades one to six, inclusive, are called
elementary school, Tdiether or not there exists a separate unit for
these grades.
School District. It is an administrative unit established by
the Minister of Education of the Government of Alberta, by order in
writing, after describing its boundaries and designating it a name.^
School Division, It consists of at least three but not more
than five school districts, and is constituted by the Minister of Edu
cation of the Government of Alberta.
School County. For educational purposes the school county has
the same meaning as the school division.
Substitute Teacher. It refers to a teacher e%loyed on a day to
d ^ basis and paid at a daily rate to provide service in any classroom
temporarily without a teacher
Guidance Services Program. It refers to those organized activi
ties within the total school program which are intended to assist the
pïç)ils with their individual developmental needs.

12

^Alberta Teachers' Association, Members' Handbook (Edmonton:
Alberta Teachers' Association, 1969), pp. I3l*-13^
% b i d . . p. 139.
Alberta Teachers' Association, Legislation Handbook (Ednonton:
Alberta Teachers' Association, 1966), p. % .
1^Carroll H. Miller, Guidance Senrlces: An Introduction (New
York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1969), p. 3.
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CHAPTER II
RE7IB-J OF RELATED LITERATURE

Thou^ the study Is concerned primarily -with the guidance ser
vices program in the Biggin Hill School District, Medley, Alberta,
Canada, it appears that a number of U. S. publications dealing -with
guidance have circulated widely throughout Canada.

Moreover, the idea

of guidance services in schools, having been borrowed from the United
States of AmezdLca, appears to have influenced and paralleled Canadian
thinking.

For these two reasons, reports and surveys on guidance and

the guidance literature Miich express the consensus of opinions of
large groins of education authorities of U. S . origin have also been
consulted.
It is difficult to arrive at definite and universally accepted
objectives of a guidance services program in the schools.

The basic

problem is that of determining the values of the individual and the
society, Tdiich leads us into the philosophical domain for which scien
tifically accurate answers are not available.
Shaw and Tuel stated that the guidance services program "should
focus on the individual child.

It should be for all children in school

and must begin at the elementary level.

^eiville C. Shaw and John K. Tuel, "A Focus for Public School
Guidance Programs: A Model and Proposal," Personnel and Guidance Journal,
L6(B):82L-827 (April, 1966).

10
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Hatch, Dressai, and Costar emphasized that guidance eadsts pri
marily in the form of specific services for students to assist th«n in
developing an accurate understanding of themselves and their relationp
ship to the environment.
The guidance function, according to Leslie and Moser, is a ser
vice which is tied in securely with the total developmental purpose of
the school.^
Arbuckle^ opined that tte guidance services help man to realize
his destiry.
Recently, the scope of guidance services has been extended to
the elementary level as weU.

A survey conducted by ?an Hoose and

Kurtz in fifty states and four territories of the United States revealed
that elementary school guidance appears to have become an accepted as
pect of elementary education, and that there has been steady, perhaps
even rapid, progress within the past decade in elementary school guid
ance.^
Speaking of the popularity of guidance in schools in recent years,
Shertzer and Stone^ concluded that guidance services are today being
p
Raymond N . Hatch et al., Guidance Services in the Secondary
Schools (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Conpaiy, 1^3),
Leslie and Ruth S. Moser, Counseling and Guidmce: An Explor
ation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-ttall, Inc., I^3T7~^3P pp.
^Dugald S. Arbuckle, Pupil Persoroel Services in the Modem
School (Boston: Allyn and Baccn, Inc., Ipéé), 36l* pp.
^William H. Van Hoose and Mary Kurtz, "Status of Guidance in the
Elementary School," Personnel and Guidance Journal, U8(5):U68-U69
(January, 1970).
^Bruce Shertzer and Shelley C. Stone, Fundanentals of Guidance
(Boston: Houghton îflLfflln Company, 1966), ^26 pp.
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provided to an increasing ntrmber of adolescents.
Since lack of money seems to be a big problem in organizing an
effective guidance services program for many schools, some educators
have cane tç» with the idea of a mobile counseling center to serve
7
several schools in an area. Winbom and Martinson have observed the
effectiveness of the mobile counseling center lAlch is staffed by four
counselors, and is serving high schools in four counties of southern
Indiana.

The center is very economical, offers excellent guidance ser

vices, and also serves as a model to stimulate the development of exem
plary and innovative guidance services ^

regular school programs.

The leaders in the field of guidance have also been concerned
about future guidance services in autcmated schools.

Pattersen^ pre

dicted that in "ttie next twenty to thirty years personalized pipil per
sonnel services will be highly emphasized because of increased automated
teaching.
Parmenter, having made an extensive study of guidance services
in schools throughout Canada, published his ELueprlnt for Guidance in
Canadian Schools. Wiich has been recommended as a manual for guidance
services programs for schools across the country.

His thesis is that

an adequate program of guidance services is essential today in each and
every elementary and secondary school in Canada.

The school guidance

program is involved primarily with helping students to solve problems

7
Bob B. Winbom and William D. Martinson, "Innovation in Guid
ance: A Mobile Counseling Center," Personnel and Guidance Journal,
U5(8);818-820 (April, 1967).
0

G. H. Pattersen, 'Tïçil Personnel Services in the Autanated
School," Personnel and Guidance Journal, U8(2):101-108 (October, 1969)
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related to choosing, planning, adjusting and achieving In educational,
occupational, personal, social and allied areas.

The enç>hasis, he added,

should be on preventive and developmental activities aimed at assisting
the student to acquire skills and understandings Üiat should make him
better able to cope, largely on his own, with various problems in the
9
areas mentioned above.
Chard investigated the historical development of guidance pro
grams in the schools of Nova Scotia, Canada.

His study traced the

factors which led to the formal guidance programs in the early 19U0's,
described the early guidance program in Halifax city, the Maritime Guid
ance Association, and concluded with a sunanary of factors which had led
to renewed interests in guidance at the present time
In 1963, Stein conducted a survey on guidance and counseling in
Canadian schools and made the following observations:
(1) Guidance services programs in Canadian schools varied from
inclusion of guidance in the curriculum, specified counseling time and
granted status of personnel, to a beginning acceptance evidenced by
sporadic efforts of a few interested teachers.
(2) Guidance personnel's qualifications and functions were not
clearly stated, and the flexibility seemed to have been designed to
take advantage of what was available.

% . D. Parmenter, Blueprint for Guidance in Canadian Schools
(Toronto: Crest Publishing Ccsnpany, ItdT, Ï 967)
pp.
^%illiam D. Chard, "The Evolution of Guidance in tdie Schools of
Nova Scotia" (Tftçublished Master’s thesis, St. Mary's Ifeiverslty, Hali
fax, Nova Scotia, 196$), 1$6 pp.
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(3) Content of guidance curricula was flexibly defined or un
specified .
(ii) Tests were provided by all the provinces of Canada, but
tests solely for guidance and counseling purposes in any one school
were largely left to individual choice.

11

In I96U, a study on the career decisions of Canadian youth was
conducted under the auspices of #ie Canadian Department of Labor and
the Provincial Departments of Education, involving 375 secondary
schools, 8,000 teachers and 150,000 students across Canada.

The study

was later carried on by the Department of Maipower and Immigration.
Scone of the findings of this nation-wide survey with regard to guidance
were:
(a) 19.

of the teaching staff of secondary schools were in

volved in guidance.
(b) 75$ of the teachers involved in guidance devoted five hours
or less per week to guidance.
(c) 70.5$ of secondary school principals were involved in some
kind of guidance, and 75$ of these devoted at least an hour a week to
guidance.
(d) 72.0$ of the teaching staff involved in guidance had at least
two years experience in guidance activities.
(e) 67,2$ of the counselors and teachers involved in guidance
had no formal certification resulting from specialized training in
guidance.

L. Stein, ’•Guidance and Counseling in Canadian Schools,"
The Canadian Education Research Digest, h(2):lü7 (June, 196U).
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(f) 9?.!^ of the principals involved in guidance had at least
two years of guidance experience.
(g) 86.0# of the principals involved in guidance had no formal
certification resulting from specialized training in guidance.
(h) 62.6# of the teaching staff involved in guidance thought
that the number of guidance personnel in their school was insufficient.
(i) 19 S% of the principals involved in guidance thought that
the personnel allocated to guidance work in their school was insuffi
cient.
(j) UO.3# of the secondary school principals thought that the
space available for guidance in their school was inadequate.
(k) Ui.5# of the secondary school principals thought that the
facilities and equipment for guidance in their school was inadequate.
(l)

7.0# of the high school students said that they did not know

whether or not there was a counselor in their school.
(m) 70.7# of the students who knew that there was a counselor in
their school also knew «hen they might see him.
(n) VJhen students voluntarily visited the guidance counselor in
their school, the students* high school program, their job plans after
their education, and their school marks or grades were the most fre
quently discussed telles. The same three topics were the ones most

12
frequently discussed when the students were called in by the counselor.
Hester conducted a survey in 196ii to develqp a guidance program

l^Department of Manpower and Immigration, Report on a Study of
the Career Decisions of Canadian Youth. Volume I (Ottawa; Queen's
Printers, 19^7), 203 pp•
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in the Yorkton Public School System, Saskatchewan, Canada, and made the
following reccmmaidations :
(1) A director of guidance and instructional services should be
appointed to coordinate the guidance activities in the system.
(2) A guidance conanittee composed of representatives of teaching
staff should be formed to act strictly in an advisory capacity.
(3) Male and femiale counselors should be sppointed to the guid
ance staff, and the counselor-pupll ratio should be cme to 250.
(it) Since teachers are the foundations of any guidance program,
they should ÿlay an important part in the guidance activities of the
school.
(5) The scope of guidance services should be extended to all
school children to the extent that they will be assisted in the attainment of their fullest possible potential.

13

The results of Fraser’s study to evaluate a Quebec high school
guidance program revealed that 69.7 percent of the students voluntarilyused the guidance services at least once, and 56 percent of these stud
ents returned for further assistance.

It was also discovered that the

younger students vrere not as aware of the program as being desirable,
pointing out the need for further orientation to the services
To evaluate the effectiveness of the Manitoba guidance curriculum

%erald L. Hester, "A Study to Help Develop a Guidance Program
in the lorkton Public School System, lorkton, Saskatchewan, Canada"
(iMpublished Doctoral dissertation, Teachers' College, Gol-umbia Univer
sity, New York, 1961;), 126 pp.
^J. A. H. Fraser, "Evaluation of a High School Counseling Pro
gram," Canadian Counselor. 3(3):ii9-53 (June, 1969).
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in the area of social information, Schultz observed that adolescents
indicated a need to know about financial planning and boy-glrl relation
ships.

Both these topics vrere not included in the curriculum.

The

three topics on which piroils wanted most information were boy-girl
relations, juvenile delinquency, and leisure time activities.

The

etlmic and religious groups, greater tolerance for others, and citizenship were the three topics of least interest to these pupils.
The results of the study conducted by Perkins indicated that
there were inadequate guidance services in the schools of British
Columbia, Canada, because of the fact that, on the average, a counselor
had a counselee load of 205 students, but was allowed only 38 percent
of his total school time for counseling.
A recent survey conducted by Storey, McCormick and Loken in
Calgary Schools, Alberta, Canada, revealed that guidance personnel felt
that they should provide more social, family, personal, and academic
counseling than they were providing.

17

Many leading guidance specialists believe that provision of ade
quate guidance facilities and their proper use leads to an overall
improvement among school students.

Korman and Flanders confirmed this

view by stating that introduction of a model guidance program in

ï^Killiam E. Schultz, "The Social Information Heeds of Grade Hine
Boys: Are They Being Met?" Canadian Counselor, 3(2):57-6o (April, I 969).
"I A

Stanley A. Perkins, "Counselor Time Load," The School Guidance
Worker, 19(6):30-35 (March, 196ij).
1?
Arthur G. Storey et al., "The Counselor's Hole as Perceived by
Counselor, Teacher and Counselee," Canadian Counselor, 3(3):b9-53 (June.
1969).
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Appalachian schools led to inçjroved stu^f habits, a dramatic decrease
in dropouts, more after school jobs, better grades, and an liiç>roTement

18
in the self-concept of the piçjils.
Kramer and Eknmet's study on ninety-seven secondary schools In
southeastern Michigan revealed that due to lack of adequate financial
stpport, non-public schools have lagged far behind the public schools
in the provision of guidance services for their pi^ils, and that the
guidance personnel assigned to counsel in the non-public schools were
19
not as well qualified as those for the public schools,
Toomey's survey on the organized guidance programs in the public
schools of Mississippi revealed that Mississippi’s guidance services
of tomorrow, if they are to be markedly better, must differ in both
quality and quantity from those of the past and the present.

Such

improvements can best be accOTiplished by the professional guidance
20
personnel working cooperatively toward identified goals.
Gibson's survey of 208 secondary school teachers (in four states
of the U . S . A.) made an attempt to study the school guidance program
from the viewpoint of classroom teachers.

The results indicated that

secondary school teachers were oven&elmlngly of the opinion that the

Douglas Norman and John N, Flanders, "A Model Counseling Pro
gram in Appalachia?" The School Counselor. 16(5):370-37U (May, 1969).
^^Bruce J. Kramer and Thomas A. Bmmet, "Counseling and Guidance
in Non-public Schools," Personnel and Guidance Journal, L5(8):78l-7GL,
(April, 1967).
20
James E, Toaney, "The Origin, Growth, and Present Status of
Organized Guidance in the Public Schools of Mississippi" (Drpublished
Doctoral dissertation, Dhiversity of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg,
1966), 132 pp.
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school gTjldance program does make a positive contribution to the instructional program.

21

Summary
The amount of research in guidance continues to increase.
every aspect of guidance has been studied.

Almost

The foregoing review of the

related literature is summarized in the following brief statanents:
1.

Guidance is an integral part of school education, and an

adequate guidance services program is essential for each elementary and
secondary school.
2.

The focus of guidance services should be on the individual

3.

Guidance services must be provided for all the children in

child.

school.
U.

Guidance services exist to assist the individual In helping

him understand himself and his environment.
5.

Due to lack of financial resources, mobile counseling centers

are being set
6.

in a central area to serve a number of schools.

Although the concept of guidance is new in the Canadimi

schools, a continued ençhasis is being Increasingly placed on guidance
services.
7. Provision of adequate guidance facilities and their proper
use leads to an overall improvement among the school students.
8.

Teachers are of the opinion that an adequate school guidance

program makes a positive contribution to the instructional program.

^^Robert L. Gibson, "Teacher Opinions of High School Guidance
Programs," Personnel and Guidance Journal, iiit{li):l4l6-Ul7 (December, 1965)
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9.

Guidance authorities predict that personalised ptpil per

sonnel services will he highly emphasized in idie future because of
Increased automated teaching.
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CHAPTER n i

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

The sttBîy is of descriptive research design.

The procedures

followed to achieve the aims of the study were:
(1) To discover the essential elements in an effective guidance
program from the current guidance literature j
(2) To present Medley schools' existing guidance program in
relation to other school systems in Albertaj
(3) To ccj^are the statistics of guidance facilities provided
in Medley schools with provincial and national statistics, and
(ii)

To present the findings, with recommendations for an organ

ized guidance services program for Medl^ schools.
In order to achieve the objectives of the study, two question
naires were designed for the two respondent grotç>s (school siçerintendents of the surrounding school districts, divisions or counties
directly responsible for the guidance services in their systems, and
the teaching staff of the Biggin Hill School District). To increase
the validity of the responses to the mailed questionnaires, structured
interviews with a small, randcwily selected sample of the two respondent
grotps were conducted.

Because of the large population involved, it

was not considered feasible to use Interviews as the sole Instrument
of study.

There is a considerable mount of criticism leveled against

the mailed questionnaires with respect to their validity.

It is true

that standards of validity with questionnalre-survey types of studies

21
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are difficult to determine and are not answerable.^

At the same time,

there is no authority idio has recommended discontinuing the technique
or who has held that studies are invalid due to the techniques.

If the

questionnaire technique has come to be held in low repute, it is because
it has been badly used.

2

F o U o w - % techniques such as corresponding

with or Interviewing a small ntrober of cases from the non-respondent
groips were used to increase the validity of the mailed questionnaires.

Pilot Study
Before actually taking tp the survey, it was felt necessary to
test the questiOTnaires. Twenty teachers were invited to participate
•5

in the pilot study*

The teachers' guidance questionnaire was presented

to these teachers to make sure that it was understandable and would be
interpreted as uniformly as possible.
h
Likewise, the superintendents ' questionnaire was also presented
to four school siçjerintendents to ensure its clarity.
The results indicated that the two questionnaires could be used
to seek the intended information from the respondents.

Hence, the

method was considered practical.

Collection of Data
The principal sources for data collection were the provincial
d^artment of education, siperintendents of schools in Alberta, and

^G. D. McGrath et al., Mucational Research Methods (New York:
The Ronald Press COTpany,T963), p. 10^.
Frances Rummel, An Introduction to Research Procedures in
Education. 2nd edition (NewTorkî Harper and Row Publishers, l^li), p.112.
% e e Appendix A for the questionnaire designed for teachers.
^See Appendix B for the questionnaire designed for school super
intendents .
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the officials attached to the Biggin Hill School District, such as the
superintendent of schools, business administrator, school principals,
and teachers.
A questionnaire was mailed to all the teachers teaching in
Medl^ schools.

Out of a total of one hundred questionnaires mailed,

ninety-five were returned.

These provided valuable data for the stw%r.

In order to compare the guidance services program in the Biggin
Rill School District with those of the other school systems in the
province, a second questionnaire^ was mailed to seven superintendents
of schools in the province.

All the questionnaires were returned.

This also provided useful information for the study.
Finally, interviews were ccmducted with some officials of the
Medley schools, namely, school principals, the director of guidance
services, and counselors, in order to get first hand information from
the individuals closely associated with the practical aspects of
guidance.

^See Appendix A.
^See Appendix B.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ORGANIZATION OF A MODEEK GUIDANCE PROGRAM

In early days life was slsçler in a ntanber of ways, and a great
deal of what we now call guidance was accœ^llshed without being so
named and without any specifically organized program.

But now the

world has changed and the justification of guidance rests tpon recog
nition of the increasing complexity of the world, of available woi4c,
and of schools.
As both the school and the world have become more cosçlex, the
guidance services program in the school has cone to be regarded no
longer merely desirable, but an essaitial part of the total educational
effort.
Although the word guidance has frequently been used by everyone,
it Is doubtful that everyone knows what guidance really is.
man has thou^t of guidance in terms of vocational services.

The IsyWhile

this type of assistance was one of the pioneer areas of Ihe field, and
has continued to be Important, it is now cmly one area of guidance.
Others have believed that guidance is for maladjusted pupils only,
idiereas a broader view has been that it is for a U the children in
school.
Within the literature of guidance itself, according to Miller,
it has been discussed as social, personal, vocational and educational
guidance, "as if the individual could somehow be divided into various
2L
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conpartments,”^

Curresnt thinking, however, has emphasized the unity of

guidance.
Guidance, according to Zeran, Dallas and Wagner, "is like the
fifth wheel of an automobile— the steering idieel.

It is the educative

function lAlch has a direct, synthesizing influence m the life of the
student."

2

Miller advocated that guidance is "assisting individuals to make
plans and decisions and in implementing their development in accordance
3
wi-üî their emerging life patterns."
Parmenter stated that guidance, for the most part, is "concerned
with assisting, helping, aiding, informing, encouraging, and reinforc
ing the individual."^
Glanz pointed out that "guidance is the primary instrument for
the individualization of the entire process of education."

5

Guidance may be defined as an on-going process, developmental
in nature, and consisting of specialized services calculated to enable
the individual to understand and accept himself, in li^t of his abil
ities, aptitudes and interests, so that he may become increasingly

^Carroll H, Miller, Guidance Services; An Introduction (Mew
York: Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc., 1965), p. 2.
&ranklln N. Zeran et al.. Guidance: Theory and Practice (New
York: American Book Company, 196U), p. 3.
Carroll H. Miller, Fow^tions of Guidance (New York; Harper
and Row, Publishers, Inc., I961), p. 15.
D. Parmenter, Blueprint for Guidance In Canadian Schools
(Toronto: Crest Publishing Company, Ltd7, 1S>6?), p. 12.
^Edward G. Glanz, Foundations and Principles of Guidance
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1 9 & 0 , p.lH
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self-directed and competent to make appropriate adjustments in a dynamic
society.
Recently the stress has been on the developmental aspects of
guidance.

Parmenter pointed out that though "aaergency remedial and

preventive guidance services are still and will always be necessary,
it is guidance along developmental lines that should receive major
attention in our schools today."

6

Guidance has broadened its scope in other directions as well.
It is no longer believed that guidance is necessary only for secondary
schools.

Guidance leaders have been placing more emphasis tpon elem-

entaiy schools.

The recent trend has been toward a guidance program

tdiich would begin with the elementary school and continue through the
high school.
A guidance services program in school must w r k toward the devel
opment of each individual pupil to the maximum of his ability.

It must

be flexible enough to include all ptpils and their individual differsices.

In fact, the broader the scope of the guidance services program,

the more individualistic it will become,

A guidance program, stated

Wrenn, must have "a philosophy which includes an awareness of individual
differences, respect for the integrity of students, and willingness to
7
let students make decisions for themselves."
Since each child in school has numerous characteristics, it is
the task of guidance to recognize these characteristics in relation to

Parmenter, og.. cit., p. 11
C.
Gilbert Wrenn, The Counselor in the Changing World (Washing
ton, D. C.: American Perscmnel and Guidance Association, 1962), p. 57.
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one another and to assist him in capitalizing his ahilities and overccaning or accepting his liabilities.

The main purpose of guidance is

not to make the child follow the advice offered by the counselor but to
assist the pupil in developing the insight and maturity which will
enable him to achieve a greater self reliance and the ability to solve
his own problems.

Parmenter stated that modem school guidance ser

vices are basically concerned with "assisting, helping, aiding, inform
ing, encouraging, reinforcing the individual, but not with prescribing
for or dictating to him."

A good guidance program is that %Mch leads

the individual to do a maximum of straight thinking on his own with a
minimum of direction from others.
The educational philosophy of the school, needs of the ptpils,
socio-economic status of the community, size of the school, and avail
ability of funds and resource personnel are some of the factors that
exert influence in organizing a guidance program.

But Keppers pointed

out that every school, regardless of its size and philosophy, "requires
qualified personnel, coordination and cooperation among school staff,
pupils^ and ccmimunity in overall planning, adequate counselor-student
ratio, and flexibility in organization to meet the variations in pupils
needs."

9
The ultimate responsibility for the administration of the guid

ance services program lies with the school principal and the school
superintendent because they define the educational philosophy by vihich

Parmenter, 0£. cit., p. 12.
%eorge L. Keppers, "Organizing Guidance Services, Specialists
Speak," Clearing House, 3l(l2):220 (December, 1956).
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the school or the school systàn is run.

They must be convinced of the

importance of the guidance program, determining its status in the
school's educational program, and establishing goals towards which
they hope to work.

Also, they must develop a plan whereby steps may

be taken to meet these goals. They must provide leadership in organ
izing and implementing the guidance program, and must develop the
team approach, striving for the active participation of the teaching
staff,
Indubitably, the school principal is more involved in the guid
ance program than the school superintendent and, if the program is to
be effective, the principal must allow the program to be led and nur
tured by a qualified guidance counselor; otherwise the counselor may
only perform the tasks which will alleviate the duties of the adminis
trator, and in turn neglect his guidance responsibilities.
The school guidance services exist to assist students in solving
problems related to choosing, planning, adjusting and achieving in
educational, occupational, personal, social and allied areas.

There

fore, a good guidance program must be composed of several essential
features integrated into an effective service.

Prcan a careful examin

ation of the guidance literature, six elements have been derived which
would make a worthidiile guidance program.

It should be noted here that

a similar study dcme by Hester^*^ also included these six elements for
a school guidance program.

These essential features are:

Gerald L. Hester, "A Study to Help Develop a Guidance Program
in the Yorkton Public School System, Yorkton, Saskatchewan, Canada”
(Unpublished Doctoral dissertation. Teachers' College, Colianbia Tftiiversity. New York, 196L), 128 pp.
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(1) Appraisal of piçjils
(2) Information services
(3) Scheduling and planning
(U) Facilitating post-school transition
(5) Counseling
(6) Evaluation
Appraisal of Pupils
In order that guidance services can give concrete assistance to
students in educational planning, occupational information, and social
and emotional development, it is necessary to know the strengths and
weaknesses of the students.
student in school.

This necessitates an appraisal of each

Appraisal is a systematic study which distinguishes

one pupil from another in terms of ^titudes, interests, abilities,
achievenents and goals.

Thus, appraisal involves use of tests, anec

dotal records, and cumulative cards.

Testing. No program for the study of a pupil will be complete
if testing is omitted.
is worthless.

However, testing just for the sake of testing

Testing should be introduced to supply facts which will

be stçïpleraentaiy to other evidence or to provide information not other
wise readily available.
It is generally agreed Uiat three kinds of tests are required
for students— achievement, scholastic aptitude, and interest.

Although

the use of individual tests is desirable, group tests are often used
for the sake of convenience and to save time.

When the groip tests

are used, the data should relate to the individual.
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The choice of time for the administration of the tests is also
very inçortant.

Most of the schools in Alberta give these tests to

students lAen they enter school, leave the elementary school, enter the
junior high school, and finally when they enter the senior high school.
But, according to Auld and Stein, there is also a need for test infor
mation when the ptpil is making after-school plans, or %hen he is
dropping out of school, graduating, or planning further education.
Since the most important use of tests in guidance programs is
to assist the individual, tests are often given to specific pupils to
assess their talents and to discover their problems.

It is, therefore,

very essential for the guidance personnel concerned with testing to
choose the right type of tests and administer them individually.

Ac

cording to Rothney, "it seems likely that if tests are to be useful in
counseling, they vd.ll be so only insofar as they have been selected
for use in answering specific questions of particular counselees."^^
These tests should be carefully chosen, properly administered and ob
jectively evaluated.
Intelligence, scholastic aptitude, achievement, special aptitude.
Interest inventory, diagnostic, and personality tests, added Feldt,
are some of the major types of tests that are used in guidance, but
vhat type of test is to be used and "when it is to be used should be

^^17. H. Auld and H. L. Stein, The Guidance Worker (Toronto: W. J.
Gage, Ltd., 1965), p. 12b.
J. W. M. Rothney ot al., Measuraaent for Guidance (New York:
Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc., 1959), p. 21.
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left to the guidance official because he knows the individual pupil and
his needs

Health Information. Although information concerning students'
health is mainly supplied by the medical experts, it is the school
health nurse who maintains students' health records.

She also informs

the parents of any health conditions which merit further examination
by the family doctor.
I'Thile the health nurse keeps the detailed information regarding
the health of a child, the counselor's records should include any phys
ical ateormality which must be taken into account in both teaching and
counseling situations.

Information revealing a student's abnormality

in height, weight, vision and hearing may influence, for example, the
seating arrangement or his program of studies.

If the guidance per

sonnel are aware of a student's physical handicaps, physical defici
encies, illness, excessive fatigue, etc., it will help them understand
the child better.

Hot only this, they will inform the teaching staff

of his physical condition and take necessary steps to provide for his
adequate physical, social and anotional growth.
Anecdotal records. An anecdote, in its simplest form, consists
of a brief description written by the teacher of a pupil's significant
behavior, both positive and negative, in the classroom or elsewhere.
These anecdotes, accumulated over a period of time and recorded by

Leonard S. Feldt, "The Role of Testing in Guidance," in Coun
seling and Guidance: A Summary View, James F. Adams (ed.) (New York:
The Macmillan Company^ 196%), pp. 2§l-258.
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various observers, form a significant anecdotal record, and serve as a
valuable device for pt^il appraisal.
The incidents recorded in the anecdotal record should be brief
but significant behavior observations of the student and, if an anec
dotal record is to serve its purpose, it must be written by teachers
idio understand its value.

After all, the cumulative folder is not the

place in idiich the teacher should express exasperation about a student's
annoying behavior.

It is rather one of the many tools which should be

used to underst^d and assist the student.
CuHulatlve folders. The cumulative folder, also known as a cumu
lative record, is one of the most commonly used devices to represent a
developmental picture of the pupil through his school years.

It is an

attempt to bring together pertinent and reliable facts concerning his
progress in school.
A emulative folder, stated Bossing, usually contains "(1) stan
dardized tests, (2) performance patterns, (3) learning attitudes, (U)
health records, (5) sanples of student^s work,”^

(6) anecdotal records,

(7) photographs of the pupil, (8) autobiographical fom, and (9) pupil's
data blank.
A cumulative record should provide an overall picture of the
pupil.

According to David, in the cumulative record "the organization

of the essential facts of the given pupil are brought together so that
in a few moments of study the information can be grasped."

1'?

^Nelson L . Bossing and Roscoe 7. Cramer, The Junior High School
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 196$), p. 292.
^^John L. David, "Developing Cumulative Records" (Ifcpublished
Doctoral dissertation. Teachers' College, Columbia Hniversitv, New York,
19$9), p. $k.
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The ciimtilative records, in the words of Bossing, "are basic to
the guidance process and contribute to the maintenance of continuity
in learning from one grade level to the next, and from one school unit
to the next, until senior high school is completed.
In schools, these cumulative folders should be kept vdiere they
are accessible to the counselor, the administrator, and the teacher.
Information Services
The purpose of the information services, according to Miller, is
to help the individual understand and evaluate his environment.

17

An

infoitnation service is an integral part of a guidance program and
should provide pi^ils with educational, occtpational, personal and
social data.
Occupational information basically answers questions relating
to the duties, requirements, work conditions, remuneration, chances of
promotion, and stpply and demand of workers in specified fields.

It

should also stpply sources for further information.
Zeran, 1 alias and Wegner pointed out that "occupational informa
tion is national, regional, state, and local in scope and character.
Occupational information at all of these levels needs to be translated
into local tems to have significance for most pupils.
Educational information is concerned with all t]rpes of educa
tional opportunities and requirements. It includes materials about

^^Bossing and Cramer, 0£. cit., pp. 385-386.
^^Miller, 0£. cit., p. 126.
*1A
"Zeran et al., og,. cit., p. 126.
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training opporttmities, cnrrlcnlar offerings, requiremfflits for entrance
Into an institution, scholarships, bursaries, loans, and other pertin
ent information.

The purpose of educational information, stated Auld
19

and Stein, "is to help the Individual reach his fullest potential,”
Social information deals with information in general, or all

information which is other than occupational and educational in nature.
What sort of social information is to be provided would depraid upon the
individual and his needs and problems.

His problems may range frcrni

boy-girl relations, manners, recreational activities, personal appear
ance, getting along at hone and at school with peer grotps and adults,
to those dealing with job and money.

The problems also

to the grade level, sex, and maturity of tte pipils.

v a ry

according

This information

relates to the social adjustment idîich a pipil must face.

Any infor

mation offered in this context will help and hcpefully Inprove counselee's relations with others and enable him to become a well adjusted
member of the society.
The main concern of information sei-vices is to help a pipil
understand a given situation, clarify a point, solve a specific problem,
and to encourage him to act in a desirable manner.

They are not meant

to interfere with his thinking or decision-making.

Mathewson advocated

that the giving of information "should constitute not interference with
individual self-direction but rather a freeing of the individual through
broadening of perspectives, clarification of alternatives, and focusing
on intentions."

20

^^Auld and Stein, op^. cit., p. 205.
Of)
Robert H. Mathewson, Guidance Policy and Practice. 3rd edition,
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 190?), p. I3I.
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Parmenter eiçihasized that information services are concerned with
"assisting, helping, aiding, informing, encouraging, reinforcing the
individual, but not with prescribing for or dictating to him."

21

Scheduling and Planning
A guidance services program is a continuous process, beginning
#ien the child enters the kindergarten and following him at least until
he completes his education, and possibly into his vocation.
A well-organized guidance program is functional, efficient and
flexible.

It provides for the systenatic, coordinated and purposeful

conducting of guidance activities under the leadership of a director
of guidance services.

It is the task of the guidance director to ensure

that a ccmpetent staff of male and female guidance personnel is avail
able to meet the individual needs of the school peculation.
However competent a staff may be, the guidance personnel need to
know their responsibilities so that they can perform efficiently.

Thus,

at the beginning of the school year, the guidance plan should be devised
and after a thorough discussion the guidance persoimel should be dele
gated the various resp<msibilities. This planning and scheduling will
lead to an effective and successful guidance program, offering ptpils
maximum opportunities to benefit from the services.
Responsible planning requires a schedule of activities.

The

schedule, pointed out Johnson, should include "guidance activities such
as School and College Night, Orientation Day for Incming Students,
Holiday Brunch for Last June's Graduates, the year's testing program,

pT
Parmenter,

cit., p. 12.
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and so forth."

2?

A schedule like this will not only serve to familiar

ize teachers with the guidance program, but will also provide them
with information well in advance.
Efficient use of the physical facilities also requires organiza
tion.

Guidance personnel should make sure that the chairs, desks,

tables, book cases, files, telephones, bulletin boards, display racks,
etc., are placed advantageously to enable the pupils to make maximum
use of these facilities.
Scheduling is the coordination of students, teaching staff,
guidance personnel and school facilities.

It involves planning.

A comprehensive scheduling of the guidance program, achieved
through the coordination of students, teachers, and school facilities,
helps in achieving for the ptpils the opportunities that will enable
them to grow xp into responsible citizens.
Facilitating Post-School Transition
School exists to prepare pipils for further education, vocations,
and life in general.

Therefore, from the early years of their school

life, pipils must choose curricula fdiich will further their long-range
plans for education and careers, and enable them to develop into well
adjusted members of the society.
Guidance services can help pipils make the transition from high
school to college or from high school to a career.

In order to do this

the counselor rax^t first acquaint himself with the ptpils’ abilities,
interests, aptitudes and aspirations.

^^Dorothy E. Johnson, Expanding and Modiftdng Guidance Programs
(Boston; Houghton Mifflin Company, 196o), p. 33.
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For the piçils \ibo plan to continue education and training beyond
high school the counselor can be of great assistance.

He can inform

the pupil of the educational opportunities that are ccmpatible with his
abilities, interests, needs and goals, and then help him seek admission
to the Institution of his choice.
For the ptpils idio plan to enter a vocation after finishing
their school education, the school must offer a program to help than
find suitable jobs.

Furthermore, these ptpils should be taken on field

trips or visits to stores, plants, workshops, and offices.

The enploy-

ers and other personnel representing different occupations should also
be invited to school frequently to discuss their specialties with these
pipils. Guidance personnel should encourage local and outside enployers
to hire pipils as part-time workers so that they may get an idea of
idiat a job entails. For permanent employment of these pipils, the
guidance personnel must maintain contacts with provincial employment
services.

Coimsellng

The central activity in guidance services is counseling.

The

major purpose of counseling in schools is to assist individuals in the
process of development.

As Arbuokle said:

Counseling, then is a process which takes place because of
a relationship between two people. It is the uniqueness of
this relationship that the individual called the client begins
to see things that he never saw before, begins to realize
strengths he never knew he had, so that he can see and accept
the urpleasant and begins gradually to see a new and brighter
world

^^Dugald S. Arbuckle, Counseling; An Introduction (Boston; Allyn
and Bacon, 196l), p. 139.
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Gotmsellng is an essential and vital part of the guidance pro
gram, for it creates a whole out of diverse elements.

It is the coun

selor who choses and administers the tests, decides what pTÇ>ils require
these tests, takes charge of the cumulative records, provides occupa
tional and educational guidance, and sipplies infonnation on idiich many
pupil decisions are based.
Training of the counselor. Although the topic of counselor
education has received a great deal of attention from the guidance
authorities, no two writers on the subject seem to agree.

Mathewson^^

proposes a two-year sequence for the preparation of the counselor, but
Arbuckle ^ advocates that there should be levels of counselor's training.
The master's level counselor would likely be a generalist, with special
ization coming at post-master's level.
Wrenn called for a minimal two-year graduate program iddch would
include:
(1) One major core in psychology, including developmental and
child psychology, personality growth and dynamics, and grotp
psychology.
(2) A second major core in the study of societal forces and
culture changes involving the graduate areas of sociology,
anthropology, economics, and international relations.
(3) An understanding of the basic educational philoscphies
and school curriculum patterns.

H. Mathewson, Guidance Policy and Practice (New Toit: Harper
and Row, Publishers, 1956), p. L&k.
Dugald S. Arbuckle, "The Education of the Counselor," in Coun
seling and Guldaace! A Summary View. James F. Adams (ed.) (New York:
The Macmillan Ccatpany, 1965), p7^0.
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(U) Provision for essential applied or technique courses
in counseling, measurement, educaticaial, and occiçational
information.
(^) Stpervised experience in both individual counseling and
planned groiç situation.
(6) An understanding of research methods and cautions,
including an introduction to electronic computer.
(7) Introduction to tAe problems of ethical relationships
and legal respwisibilities.
Functions of the counselor. Wrenn suggested that functions for
#ich the counselor should be responsible are the folloving:
(a) counseling with students on matters of self-understanding,
decision-making, and planning.
(b) counseling with staff and parents on questions of student
understanding and student management.
(c) studying changes in the character of the student population
and interpreting it to the administration and staff.
(d) performing a liaison function between other schools and
community counseling resources and facilitating their use by
teachers and students.27

Counseling process. Counseling must begin lAen a child enters
the school, and should be carried on throughout his school years.
During the elementary school years the focus should be on grotçi
counseling with piçils and parents although individual counseling should
also be employed when the occasion warrants.

The main ençhasis should

be on the early identification of children’s learning abilities, and
the discovery of those children who are not performing iç to their

26
C. Gilbert Wrenn, The Counselor in a Changing World (WashingtOT,
D. C.; American Perswnel and Guidance Association, 1962), pp. 167-168.

^7%bid., p. lia.
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edacity.

Iftîdciibtedly, this is also the time vdien a child's comulative

folder should be started and continued throughout his school years, so
that his educational progress may be watched continuously.

According

to Koeppe, the elementary school counselor should concentrate on "(l)
counseling all ptpils, (2) counsultlng with parents, (3) idmtifÿing
Individual differences among and within pqplls, (U) working with teach
ers and other staff members, and (5) interpreting to staff and community
28
the guidance program."
The counseling begun in the elementary school should continue
throtighout the secondary school.

Furthermore, the emphasis should be

on individual counseling because of the added responsibilities and the
increasing ntmiber of decisions that the student has to make.

The primary

concern of counseling at the secondary school level, added Topetzes, is
"to help the counselee to examine and analyze his own problem (educa
tional, vocational, personal-social, emotional) so that he can gather,
evaluate, and organize pertinent data in regard to the problem; think
through possible solutions; and choose and try out solutions to see if
they fit his needs.

The counseling interview. The interview is an integral part of
the counseling process. Auld and Stein pointed out that it has the
following five functions:

?fi
Richard P. Koeppe, "Elementary School Guidance," in Guidelines
for Guidance: Readings in the Philosophy of Guldwce> Carlton E, Beck
(ed.) (Dubuque, Iowa: Vftn. C. Brown Company, 1966), p. 18%.
^%ick J. Topetzes, "The Secondary School Counselor and His Role,"
in Guidelines for Guid^ce: Readings In the Philosophy of Guid^ce,
Carlton S ..Beclc Xed.) (Dubuque, Iowa: Vfei.’6 . Brown Comparer, 1^6), p.
213.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(W
(5)

To establish appropriate relationships
To stpply information
To obtain information
To initiate action
^
To achieve self-understanding as a basis for action.

The face-to-face meeting between the counselor and the counselee
is the distinctive feature of the Interview,

The meeting should not

consist of a monologue by the counselor and a silent non-participating
counselee, but rather a question, answer, and discussion session which
examines the pros and cons of the problem under consideration.

The

counselor inparts information, suggests various alternatives, or brings
the counselee’s attention to those aspects of the problem lAich he has
failed to notice, and encourages him to make a decision.
The meeting may take place before a decision is to be made,
after it has been male, or ïdien the pupil is faced with the problem of
making a decision.

Each of these situations requires a careful consid-

eraticm which can take place with the assistance of the counselor.
The counselor does not, normally, use the interview to give
advice, nor even to set the studait straight.

His main task, stated

Auld and Stein, "is to provide the right opportunity, under the right
circtinstances, for the student to see his way through the problem
towards a satisfactory adjustment."

31

Evaluation
An adequate program of guidance services is essential in each
and every elementary and secondary school.

The school guidance program,

no matter how well organized and operated, should be under constant

^^Auld and Stein, o^. cit., pp. 86-87.
% b l d . , p. 88.
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examination %ith a view to discovering its weaknesses and effecting
Ijjprovemsnts. Such an assessment requires adoption of an appropriate
definition of the school guidance program and a list of objectives as
basic criteria.

It also requires ttie collection and careful ccmsider-

ation of different types of pertinent information.

Some of the chief

sources of information are ptç>ils, parents and teachers,
Stiaients attending the school, school graduates, and dropouts
may be able to provide indications as to where guidance services should
be ii^roved.

Likewise, teachers on the school staff are in an excellent

position to assist in evaluating the guidance services program operating
in the school to which they are attached, finally, parents are often
able and willing to provide information idiich may indicate strengths
and weaknesses of the existing guidance program in schools.
ScHne of the methods nomally enployed for gathering information
include interviews with ptpils, parents and teachers, questionnaires,
rating scales, checklists, observations, records, visits to other
schools, and advice from the experts in the field.
Evaluation should be a continuous process, and idien a change
appears necessary, the existing guidance program in the school should
be carefully examined to determine idiether a known wakness can be
shored iç> by modifying or expanding an existing activity or Wiether an
entirely new activity must be developed.

Finally, influencing any

decision for change will be such factors as the availability of per
sonnel, time, facilities, equipment, and budget.
An effective guidance program, added Parmenter, will indicate
the following trends:
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(1) Reduction in the number of dropouts.
(2) Decrease in the numbçr of requests for course or subject
changes.
(3) Decrease in the number of piçils uho are underachieving.
(li) Reduction in the number of students i*o make, for the
future, plans that seem quite inappropriate.
(5) Reduction in absenteeism.
(6) Increases in job earnings of the school graduates.
(7) Increase in the number of students who gain admission to
post-secOTidaiy courses of their choice at institutions they wish
to attend.32
Evaluation is a part of the total organization, and it must
attempt to develop information which will continuously lead to the
growth and progress of the administration and organization of the guid
ance services in school.

32
Parmenter,

cit., p. 75.
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CHAPTER V

BIGGIN HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT GDIDAKCE PROGRAM
This chapter deals with the guidance services program that exis
ted during the 1969-1970 school year in the Biggin H t H School District,
and Its comparison with other school guidance programs in the Province
of Alberta.
The guidance program in the Biggin Hill School District was
initiated in 1967, and the first school in the district to provide
such a program was the senior high school.

Since then the guidance

program has been extended to elementary and jimior high schools as well.
At present there are some part-time counselors who woit under the lead
ership and direction of the director of guidance services.
An attempt was made to study the existing guidance program in
terms of six essential features of a well-organized guidance program
discussed earlier in Chapter IT.

Appraisal
Testing. There has been no standardized testing program in the
system.

However, the following grotp tests were administered:

Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test to grades four, six and
ten.
Gates -Mategintie Reading Test to elementary grades.
Seeing Throu^ Arithmetic Test to grades one through five.
kh
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Ktider Preference Test to grade eight.
At the end of the school year, teacher-made examinations were
administered to all grades except grades nine and twelve.
achievanant tests were given in each subject area.

These

Final examinations

for grades nine and twelve were constructed by the Department of Educa
tion of the government of Alberta.

These departmental examinations

were administered to all the grade nine and grsuie twelve ptpils in the
Province of Alberta, and were marked by the examiners appointed by the
Department of Education.
The pupils in all grades, one throu^ twelve, were grotped
heterogeneously.
Health Information. The Department of Health of the Province of
Alberta assigned a health nurse whose main Job has been to work in the
Biggin Hill School District.

With the occasional help of other nurses,

her services have provided for the partial health examination of the
elementary school children.

The health nurae also directed the immuni

zation program sponsored by the Departmoat of Health of the government
of Alberta.
Piçils became acquainted with the available health services at
the beginning of the school year when announcements were made to all
classes.

T h ^ could than see the nurse throu^ teacher referral, or

tpon request.

Anecdotal records. No anecdotal records were used in the Biggin
Hill School District on a regular basis.

However, scane teachers, at

their own discretion, made some behavioral observations of some of
their prpils and recorded these in the cumulative records.
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Gtcaulative records. The reguLations of the Department of Educa
tion of the Province of Alberta have required that a standard cumulative
folder be maintained for every ptpil in school, This cumulative folder
is started when a pupil enters the school in grade one, and is continued
throu#iout his school education.
The basic data contained in the cumulative folder Included the
name, date and place of birth, address, and tel^hone number of the
piçjil. There was a place for the ptpil's picture.

Also recorded were

the names, occupation, nationality and religious affiliations of the
parents, and a list of brothers and sisters with their names and ages.
An entry is made on the card if the pupil transfers from one school to
another.

The card also provided space for personality and character

ratings of the pipil.

The scores obtained by the pxpil on the achieve

ment and the standardized intelligence tests were recorded, and addi
tional space was reserved for comments by the teachers, the counselors
and the principal.
In order to facilitate the recording of the ptpil data, the
cumulative record was divided into various sections which were:

(l)

Hrane and Family History, (2) Personality Development, (3) Standardized
Test Becord, (U) Occipational Preference of Student, (5) Scholarship
Record, (6) Activities, Interest, and Woric Experience, (7) Post-School
Record, (8) Miscellaneous Infomation, and (9) First Follow-tp.
The public health nurse also maintained a heal'to card on each
student.

In addition to the basic Information such as name, address,

etc., the health information included an immunization and fluoride
record and a list of serious Illnesses and/or surgery.

Information
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pertaining to the teeth, ears, eyes, and nutrition was also recorded
for periodic check-tçis.
A student registration card >jas used by the high school listing
the name, grade, age, date and place of birth, address and telephone
number of the student.

Family data included the name, occtç>ation, and

church affiliations of the parents.
also mentioned.

The last school of attendance vias

The reverse side of the card was reserved for the

student's study schedule and his monthly attendance in each subject.
The cumulative card and the student registration card were ccmpleted by the teachers, counselors and school principal, and were filed
by the school secretary.
Providing Information
For parents. The parents were formally informed of the progress
of their children through pupil report cards, %bich were to be signed
and returned to school.

The elementary and junior high schools sent

three report cards a year, whereas the high school sent four.

The

basic purpose of these report cards was to inform the parents of their
child’s academic progress and school attendance.

However, space was

also provided on the report card for special comments of the teachers
and the parents.
In addition to the above, parents could also learn of their
children's progress by attending the annual parent-teacher conference.
This meeting gave the parents an opportunity to discuss with the teacher(s) the individual problems confronting their children.
For pupils. To assist a pupil in his transition from the junior
high school to senior h i ^ school, the high school principal visited
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all the grade mine students in the system same time in May.

Also, at

the opening of the new school year, the principal of each school met
with all pxpils in an assembly and gave them a briefing on the rules
and regulations of the school.
The guidance offices located in the junior and senior high
schools also provided information that the ptçils may have wanted to
get from time to time.
An information booklet was given to each senior high school
piçil at the beginning of the school year.

This booklet contained

information about the school's rules and regulations, examinations,
different activities and clubs in the school, and entrance requirements
to university and vocational institutes.

A career fair representing

business, industry, government agencies and other enterprises was also
organized every three years in the senior high school to acquaint the
pTçils with the vocational developments in the outside world.

For

further educational and vocational infomation, interested h i ^ school
students were taken to the Ihdversity of Alberta and the Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology once a year.

Both these institutions

are located in Edmonton, tdiich is ^prozimately 180 miles frcan Medley.
Scheduling and Planning
There were no kindergarten classes in the school district.
The elementary schools provided instruction In self-contained
classrooms with some modifications provided by a fUll-time reading
teacher, a full-time music teacher, and a half-time oral French teacher.
In the junior and senior high schools, there was complete departmental
ization.

In addition to the academic subjects, instruction was also
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provided to interested students in home econcmdcs, industrial arts, and
fine arts.
Classrooms were heterogeneously groiped, and each grade included
average children \dio had not progressed with their peers.

Furthermore,

there was no separate provision for exceptional children.
The mirollment distribution in the Biggin Hill School District
by grade level is presented in Table I.

As of April 30, 1970, there

TABLE I
BIGGIN HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT DISTRIBUTION OF
mRDLLNmr b t g ra de l et el *

Grade
Level

Total
Enrollment

Number of Classes
in Each Grade

Average Enrollment in
The Class

1

306

10

30.6

2

282

10

28.2

3

27Ü

9

30.3

It

2lt8

7

35.4

S

263

8

32.9

6

260

8

32.5

7

209

7

29.8

8

190

6

31.6

9

172

6

28.6

10

109

3

36.3

11

83

3

27.6

12

77

3

25.6

2,473

80

Total

* Enrollment as of April 30, 1970.
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were 2,1x13 ptçils in the Biggin Hill School District.
ptçils ranged from 77 in Grade XII to

The number of

in Grade I . The number of

sections in each grade also varied from ten in Grade I to three in Grade
XII.

The lowest average enrollment was 25.6 in Grade XU, and the high

est was 36.3 In Grade X,
The Medley schools provided a general educational program for
all piçiils, adhering closely to the provincial curriculum guides.
Prç)ils in the elementary schools studied only the required subjects,
but the junior h i ^ school offered some electives like home eccmomics,
fine arts and industrial arts.

The senior high school, on the other

hand, offered quite a few electives, such as home economics, typing,
business machines, office practice, sociology, psychology, industrial
arts and fine arts.
quired courses.

These course offerings were In addition to the re

The selection of these courses, conpulsory and elective,

depended tçon a student's future plans, that is, whether he wished to
continue his education after the senior high school or intended to enter
the business world.
Facilitating Post-School Transition
The Biggin Hill School District is located on a Canadian Air
Force Base and the closest city is Edmonton, #iich is approximately 180
miles away from the base.

Perhaps for these two reasons the senior

high school has really not been able to facilitate post-school transi
tion,

However, the senior high school has encouraged the visits of

professional people •Uirou^ a career fair and otherwise.

These experts

have acquainted the pupils with educational and vocational opportuni
ties available.
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Once the pupil has left school, he has had very little contact
with the principal, teachers or the guidance counselors.

However, he

has been encouraged to return at any time to discuss his job oppor
tunities ,
Furthermore, the school system has had no program for those
pxpils who drop out of the school.

But assistance was provided when

the pupil concerned requested it.
Counseling
Counseling in the Biggin Hill School District was provided by
all the personnel involved in guidmce, namely, the director of guid
ance services, teacher-cran-counselors, and school principals.
There was one full-time director of guidance services and seven
teacher-cum-counselors. The time spent on guidance and counseling by
these seven teachers varied from two hours a week to three hours a day.
There were 1,056 pupils in the elementary grades, and counseling
and guidance for all these ptqjils was provided by the director of guid
ance services.

Thus, no guidance personnel were available on a regular

basis to the elementary schools.

The only counseling provided to the

elementary pupils was when they were referred to the director of guid
ance services by their teachers.
In the junior high school, there were 577 ptçils, and the coun
seling and guidance for all these pupils was provided by five part-time
counselors.

The total time spent on guidance and counseling by all

these counselors was thirty-three periods a week.
In the senior hl#i school, there were 269 p\ç>lls, and the coun
seling and guidance for these pupils was provided by two teachers who
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spent half a day each on counseling and guidance activities.
Statistically speaking, there was one guidance person for every
875 pupils in the system.

When compared with the recommended pt%)il%
counselor ratio of 250 to one by Conant, this was too high.
If and vdien special cases requiring outside help came %), the
counselors reported to the director of guidance services who, in turn,
assisted these students personally or referred them to the mobile guid
ance clinic, which made one trip a year to Medley.

This guidance

clinic consisted of a psychiatrist and three or four psychologists who
were appointed by the Department of Education of the government of
Alberta to look after pupils with special problems, especially the
emotionally disturbed children.

In view of the fact that these offi

cials spent only a dsçr or so at Medley every year, this did not offer
much assistance to the pupils who really needed help.
As far as educational counseling was concerned, this was offered
only in the senior high school.

The educational planning of all the

pupils took place at the beginning of each school year when the stud
ents came for registration.

The principal, counselors and some teachers

in the senior h i ^ school planned each child's educational program
individually.

Besides, educational counseling was provided to all the

senior high school pipils from time to time during the year.

But the

senior h i ^ school population was only 12 percent of the total school
population.

Thus, the other 88 percent of the school children were

practically derived of this service.

^James B. Conant, The American High School Today (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Ccmpany, 1959), p. Lb.
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Likewise, the vocational counseling was done largely in the high
school.

In addition to the individual vocational counseling, the senior

h i ^ school pTçils were also encouraged to benefit from the services
of scane professional personnel who were invited to the school from time
to time, and from the school career fair which was held every three
years.
Some vocational counseling, however, was also provided by the
part-time counselors in the junior high school.

But this took place

on the personal initiative of the ptpil concemed.
In view of the fact that there was a limited number of counselors
with limited time at their disposal, and the counseling was one of the
guidance activities that they had to perform, the counselors followed
the eclectic approach to counseling and, therefore, used whatever tech
niques or procedures seemed to be most appropriate at any particular
time.

Thus, the counselors indulged in individual and group counseling

and used client-centered procedures and/or structured techniques.
It should be noted here that most of the guidance personnel
involved in the guidance services program were not basically trained
as guidance counselors and/or guidance personnel.

A mention should

also be made of the fact that the Department of Education of the govern
ment of Alberta has not demanded special qualifications from the person
nel who serve as guidance counselors in schools.
As far as guidance facilities in tenus of space and equipment
were concerned, they were adequate but by no means ideal.
During interviews with the school principals and the guidance
personnel, it was discovered that the Biggin Hill School District
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guidance services program needed vast improvements, especially a great
increase in the number of guidance personnel #10 would not only provide
adequate assistance to all pupils in the system, but would also give
in-service training to the teaching staff with regard to guidance.
In order to find out the opinion of the Medley teachers on the
p
guidance needs for the school system, a questionnaire was sent to all
teachers teaching in the system.
five questionnaires were returned.

Out of a total of one hundred, ninetyIn response to the question, "Do

you feel that you have pupils in your class(es) who need specialized
help that you as a teacher cannot provide but could be provided by the
social worker, health nurse, physician and/or guidance counselor?"
seventy teachers replied in the affirmative.

Detailed responses to

the question are reported in Table II.
TABLE II
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS RELATIVE TO NEED
FOR PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES*
Number of Ptçils Identified
Needing Help

Number of Teachers Responding

0

25

1 or 2

27

3 to 5

29

6 to 10

9

11 to 1$

2

16 or more

3

*Question; Do you feel that you have piçils in your class (es)
who need specialized help that you as a teacher cannot provide but
could be provided by the social worker, health nurse, physician and/or
guidance counselor?
See Appendix A for the questionnaire.
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To the Qtiestion, "What type of ptpils, in your considered opinion,
need most helo?" forty-six teachers designated 'the slow learners* and
another forty-six designated 'the socially maladjusted* as the type of
pupils idio need most help.

Table III shows the detailed responses to

the question concerned with students who need help.
TABLE III
TYPE OF HELP NEEDED BY THE PUPILS*

Type

Frequency of Teacher Responses

The intellectually gifted

7

The slow learners

16

The socially maladjusted

16

The physically handicapped

•*—

If others, please state
Question:
need most help?

What type of pupils, in your considered opinion,

Another question posed was, "If you have some piç)il(s) in your
class(es) requiring additional help, indicate why you feel that you are
unable -bo provide the type of help needed," sixty-six out of the ninetyfive teachers mentioned that lack of time due to other duties prevented
them from providing the additional help needed.

A summary of the

teachers' answers to this question is presented in Table 17.
% e n asked, "VJhich, if any of the following, do you think would
enable you to meet the individual needs of your pupils more effectively?"
seventy-two teachers chose reduction of class size as erne of the major
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factors.

Their responses are summarized in Table V.
TABLE IT
TEACHERS' RESPONSES ABOUT THEIR IHABILITT TO PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL HELP TO CERTAIN PUPILS*

Need for Help

Frequency of Teacher Responses

Inadequate training in light of
particular piçil needs

2h

Lack of experience in dealing with
those pupils who need additional help

m

Lack of time due to other duties

66

Lack of qualified assistance

10

Inadequate plant facilities

21

Lark of curriculum materials

Question: If you have some pupil(s) in your class(es) requir
ing additional help, why you feel that you are unable to provide the
type of help needed?
TABLE V
TEACHERS' RESPONSES RECARDINO THE FACTORS ENABLING
THEM TO KEST INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF THE PUPILS*
Factors

Frequency of Teacher Responses

Additional help for classroom teacher

27

Assignment of a teacher aide to your classroom

2h

Provision of more instructional time and
reduction of non-professional duties

2h

Reduction of class size

72

Lengthening of class periods

2

Shortening of class periods

3

Question: Which, if any of the following, do yon think would
enable yon to meet the individual needs of your pipils more effectively?
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To the question, "Do you, in your considered oninion, feel that
you hare some student(s) in your class(es) who are emotionally disturbed
and need professional help from psychologist and/or psychiatrist?"
forty-six out of ninety-five teachers mentioned that they had one or
tvro ptplls in -ttielr class (as) who needed such a help.

Detailed re

sponses are summarized in Table VI.
TABLE VI
TEACHERS* RESPONSES REGARDING THE NUMBER OF EMOTIONALLY
DISTURBED PUPILS IN THEIR GLASSES*

Number of Piplls Identified
as Needing Help

Number of Teachers >fho
Responded

0

36

1 or ?

L6

3 to 5

11

6 to 10

1

11 to 1$

1

16 or more

0

"^Question: Do you, in your considered opinion, feel that you
have some student(s) in your class(es) who are emotionally disturbed
and need professional help from psychologist and/or psychiatrist?

Thus, the teachers seemed to hold the opinion that there was a
definite need for great inprovement in the guidance services program
of Medley schools.
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Evaluation
As there was no program for following the careers and accom
plishments of the graduates and tdie dropouts, there are no substantial
data by which to determine the success or failure of Medley graduates.
Furthermore, there was no overall evaluation program for the
Biggin Hill School District.

Therefore, It was very difficult to mrfce

ai%r type of assessment.
However, an attempt was made to compare the results of the
statistical analysis of the guidance services program in the Medley
schools %d.th provincial and national statistics.

It should be pointed

out here that the provincial and national statistics used are as of
1967, whereas the Medley statistics are as of 1970.

The provincial

and the national statistics were obtained from the Beport on a Study
•>
of Career Decisions of Canadian Youth, a nation-wide study conducted
by the Department of Manpower and Immigration of the Government of
Canada.

The comparative study reveals the following facts.
Seven and six-tenths per cent of the teaching staff of the Medley

schools was involved in guidance work, whereas the provincial and the
national figures for the same were 27.0 per cent and 19.3 per cent,
respectively.

The summary of these findings Is showi In Chart I.

Thirty-three and seven-tenths per cent of the counselors In
Canada and 25.6 per cant of the counselors In Alberta spent between one
and five hours a week on guidance work.

In conparison with this, 50.0

Department of Manpower and Emigration, Bepoirfc on a Study of
the Career Decisions of Canadian Youth. Volume I (Ottawa: Queen's
Printers, 1967), p . 203.
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per cent of the Medley counselors spent between one and five hours a
week on guidance.

Table VII shows the details of the time spent by.the

counselors on guidance activities.
As shown in Chart II, 87 «5 per cent of the Medley counselors
believed that adequate guidance services were not being provided to the
pupils.
Seven-ty-five per cent of the Canadian principals and 89.8 per
cent of the Alberta principals were involved in guidance work.

The

percentage went tp to a hundred for the principals in the Biggin Hill
School District.

Chart H I gives a sianmary of the number of school

principals involved in guidance work.
Seventy-five per cent of the principals in Medley schools spent
between one and five hours a week on guidance work.

Compared to this,

38.5 per cent of the Alberta principals and 58.0 per cent of the Can
adian principals spent between one and five hours per week on guidance
work. îhese data are also reported in Table V U I .
Seventy-five of the Medley counselors, iil.l per cent of the
Alberta counselors, and 37.it per cent of the Canadian counselors be
lieved that there was an adequate number of guidance personnel in their
school.

Also, 50.0 per cent of the Medley principals, 17.6 per cait

of the Alberta principals, and 20.5 per cent of the Canadian principals
believed that the number of guidance personnel in their school was
adequate.

These findings are also pres^ated In Table IX,

Seventy-five per cent of the Medley principals, 100 per cent of
the Alberta principals, and 85.8 per cent of the Canadian principals
believed that their schools had an adequate place where the ptipils could
find occupational literature.
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Also, 75*0 per cent of the Medley principals, 8U.2 per cent of
the Alberta principals, and 61^.0 per cent of the Canadian principals
stated that there was a private counseling office in their schools.
Data relevant to space for Information services and counseling are
also reported In Table X.
Thus, It would appear that the guidance services program in the
Biggin Hill School District was no better in 1970, than the overall
school guidance programs in Alberta and in Canada in 196?.
A Brief Description of Sgvai Organized Guidance Programs
This study was conducted to seek Information about some other
school systems in the province and to serve as a source in helping to
Improve the Biggin Hill School District guidance services program.
Seven Alberta school systems chosen for the study were Calgary,
Edmontcm, Athabasca, St. Paul, lac Ste. Aime, St. Albert, and Lac La
Blche.

Calgary and Edmonton school districts were chosen to see what

guidance services were being provided In the two big cities of the
Province of Alberta, and the other five were chosraa because of their
similarity to the Biggin Hill School District In terms of their popula
tion, size, number of teachers, and pipll enrollment.
A questlmmalre,^ a modified version of the questionnaire used
by Hester,

was sent to a H the seven school districts mentioned above.

% e e Appendix B for the questionnaire.
Gerald 1. Hester, "A Study to Help Develop a Guidance Program
in the Torkton Public School System, Torkton, Saskatchewan, Canada,'*
(^published Doctoral dissertation. Teachers' College, Columbia
Tfolverslty, New York, 196U), pp. 127-128.
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The questions asked were:

(l) How maiQr schools are being c^erated in

your school district, division or county?
ençlqyed In your school ^stean?
your school system?

(2) How many teachers are

(3) What is the piqpil enrollment in

(k) Who is responsible for directing and coordin

ating guidance services programs in the school system?

(?) What

guidance services are being provided and who is responsible for them?
(6) What is the extent of time guidance workers devote to individual
schools?
Thesp questionnaires were sent to the siperintendents of schools
of the areas concerned, and the following infoimabion was gathered.
County of Athabasca. Alberta, Canada. Athabasca county had four
elementary, one junior-senior high, and four elementary-junior-senior
h i ^ schools.

There were 1,U39 ptpils in the elementary section, 688

in the junior hi^, and U88 in the senior high.

The school board had

employed seventy-two elementary, thirty-three junior high, and thirtyseven senior high teachers.
The guidance program of the school county was under the direction
of a STpervisor of guidance services who was assisted by (me full-time
and two parttime counselors.

In addition to coordinating a standardized

testing program, the supervisor of guidance services also administered
individual tests and assisted ptpils with special problems. Althou^
the individual counseling was done by the counselors, teachers also
assisted in homeroom and classroom guidance,
provided thzvu# career fair and field trips.

Vocaticmal guidance was
Statistically speaking,

there was one guidance person for every 765 .U pupils in the school system.
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St. Paiü School District 1 Alberta< Canada. St. Paid had one
elementary school with -üiirty-flve teachers and an enrollment of 7ii9
pipils, one jimior high school with sixteen teachers and an enrollment
of 390 piç>ils, and one senior hi^i school with 360 pipils and twenty
teachers.
The guidance program of each school was laider the direction of
its building principal.

There was one half-time counselor who received

some clerical help. The counselor, if and whmi possible, provided
individual counseling and also coordinated a standardized testing pro
gram with the assistance of the teachers. Assisted by tiie counselor in
counseling techniques, the teachers provided hcaneroom and classroom
guidance.

Special cases were referred to the TMversity of Alberta

guidance clinic in Edmonton, Alberta.

Vocational counseling was pro

vided by the principal and the counselor, and ihrou^ the field trips
and the school career fair.

Statistically, there was one half-time

counselor for every 1,^00 pipils.
County of Lac Ste. Aime, Alberta. Canada. There were four elem
entary, four junior high, and four senior high schools in the County of
Lac Ste. Anne.

The school population consisted of 2,031 elementary,

919 junior hi^, and ^9$ senior high school ptpils.

The teaching staff

was comprised of ninety-three elementary, fifty junior high, and fortythree senior high school teachers.
The guidance services were offered under the leadership of one
full-time director of guidance services who was assisted by five parttime counselors.

In addition to assisting teachers in counsd-ing
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techniques, the gtddance director also assisted ptpils with special
problems.

Individual counseling was done by the counselors, and a

standardized testing program was coordinated by the assistant super
intendent of schools.

Teachers were responsible for the homeroom and

classroom guidance program. Planned guidance experiences were also
offered throu#i career fairs and visitations. There was one guidance
person for every 1,576 ptpilsSt. Albert Protestant School District, Alberta Canada. St.
Albert had one senior high, two elementary, and two elementary-junior
hi^i schools.

There were 1,U00 elementary, 500 junior hi^, and 350

senior high school ptpils who were instructed by seventy elementary,
thirty-five junior hi^, and twenty-five senior hl^i school teachers.
A full-time director of guidance services was assigned iite re
sponsibility of directing and coordinating the guidance services program
in the school district, with major responsibilities directed toward the
secondary level.

He was also assisted by caae full-time and three part-

time counselors.
The major tasks performed by the director of guidance services
were:

coordinating the standardized testing program; assisting teachers

in counseling techniques; administering of individual tests; and assist
ing pipils with special problems.
Guidantce in the schools was provided Ihrou^ the following pro
visions:

organized classroom activities; individual counseling for all

secondary school ptpils on a non-referral basis as well as counseling
for problem cases; maintenance of cumulative records for a H ptpils in
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the systemj and planned ■vocational experiences throng the career fair
and field trips.
Statistically, there was one guidance person for every ^ 0 ptpils.
Lac La Elche School Djvision, Alberta. Canada. Lac La Biche had
one senior hi^j one elementary-junior-senior hi#i; two ^ementaryjunior high; one junior hi^; and three elementary schools, There were
l,Wt3 elOTientary, ii.87 junior h i ^ and 286 senior h i ^ school ptpils who
were instructed by fifty-eight elementary, twen-ty-seven junior high and
twenty-two senior high school teachers.
The guidance services program was under the direction of a stperintendent of schools idio was assisted by two part-time counselors.
The counselors provided individual counseling and, with -the
assistance of the principals, coordinated the standardized "testing
program.

Assisted by the counselors in the counseling techniques, the

teachers provided homerocan and classroom guidance.

Vocational counsel

ing was the cranbined responsibility of the school principals, counselors
aid -teachers.

School career fairs and field trips were also organized

to provide planned vocational experiences.
For every l,h7h ptpils in the systan there was one guidance
person.
Calgary Public School District, Alber-ta Canada. Calgary had one
hundred elementary; twenty-four junior high; eighteen elementary-junior
high; three junior-senior high; one elementary-junior-senior hi^; and
ten comprehensive high schools.

The school popidLation consisted of

U2,171 elementary, 18,U69 junior high, and 15,862 senior hi^i school
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ptpils.

The teaching facuL-ty consisted of l,8l6 elementary, 957 junior

high and 792 senior h i ^ school teachers.
A full-time stpervisor of guidance with the assistance of two
assistants, was assigned the responsibility of directing and coordinat
ing the guidance services program in the school district.

In additiœi

to fourteen psychologists, clinicians and psychiatrists, there were
thirty-nine full-time and 121 part-time counselor to assist the
ptpils.
The supervisor of guidance coordinated the standardized testing
program, the school psychologists administered the individual tests,
and the guidance counselors assisted the teachers in the counseling
techniques, as well as provided individual counseling to the ptpils.
The guidance provisions used were:

or^nized classroom guidance

activities; individual counseling for all ptpils on a non-referral
basis as well as counseling for problem areas; maintenance of cumula
tive records for all ptpils; and plaimed vocational experiences throu#i
school career fairs and field trips.
Statistically speaking, there was one guidance person for every
695.5 ptpils in the Calgary Public School District.
Edmonixm Separate School Dis-talct, Alberta, Canada. Edmonton
Separate School District had a total of 1U9 elementary, junior high,
and s«5ior hi^t schools with a teaching faculty of 1,1*75 personnel for

30,672 ptpils.

It should be noted here that the individual figures for

schools, ptpils and teachers at the elementary, junior high and senior
h i ^ levels were not provided

the respondent.
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A full-time director of gtddance services was assigned the re
sponsibility of directing and coordinating the guidaice services program
in the school district.

He was assisted by twenty-one full-time and

three part-Mme counselors.

Also, there were three school psychologists

and two social workers.
The director of guidance, with the assistance of a director of
ptpil personnel services, coordinated the standardized testing program
for tlM school system.

In addition to assisting teachers in counseling

techniques, the counselors administered individual tests and provided
individual counseling.
The guidance provisions used were;

di^anized classroom guidance

activities; individual counseling for all pi^pils cm a non-referral
basis as well as counseling for problem cases; the maintenance of cumu
lative records for all ptpils; and planned vocational experiences
through school career fairs and field trips.
Statistically, for every 929*5 ptpils in the system, there was
one guidance person available to assist them.
In stmmary, all seven school systems had someone responsible for
directing and coordinating the guidance services program.

Also, they

used teachers in conducting some guidance activities, and provided
counselors iherever possible.

Table XI presents a summary of some of

the findings, giving a comparison of average ptpils per teacher and
per guidance persm in the school systems discussed above, and in the
Biggin Hill School Dlstriot discussed earlier in this chspter.
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* The term guidance personnel in this line represents the equivalent number of full-time guidance
personnel.
Note;

Figures to 0.1 accuracy.

CHAPTIS VI

SHMAHT, CONGI.ÜSIONS, AND BECCMMîïlDATIONS

Stnmnaiy

The sttttty was designed to examine the existing guidance services
program in the Biggin Hill School District, Medley, Alberta, and to
make recommendations for fufcther Ijiprovemajt. Two other purposes of
the stu^y were:

(1) to emparé the guidance services program of the

Biggin Hill School District with those of the other school districts in
the surrounding areas, and (2) to compare the statistics of the guid
ance facilities provided in the Medl^ schools with provinciaL and
national statistics.
In addition to idie study of the educational literature published
on the subject of guidance, the data were collected üirough interviews
and qifôstiomaires.
Six elements, considered essential for a modem guidance program,
were:
(1) Appraisal of ptpils
(2) Information services
(3) Scheduling and planning
(U) Facilitating post-school transition

iS) Counseling
(6) Evaluation

75
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C ancliislcm s

(1) The Biggin S U l School District provided gtddance services
to its piçjils tmder the leadership of a director of gtddance services
who was assisted by seven part-time gtddance personnel.
(2) The guidance program, did not provide for a standardized
testing program.
(3) There were no anecdotal records available for the use of
teachers and gtddance personnel.
(h) On the ■vdiole, it seems that the cumulative records were well
maintained in the school system.
(5) The ptpils were grotped heterogeneously,
(6) Ptpils had a fairly good selection of the course offerings,
especially at the senior h i ^ school level.
(7) There were no arrangements for post-school transition.
(8) The system did not seem to have any program for the ptpils
who drop out of the school earlier than they should.
(9) The gtddance perscamel were unable to render adequate guid
ance services in view of the fact that for every 87$ ptpils, there was
one gtddance person.
(10) Quidsmce services were minimally provided for the elementary
ptpils.
(11) Gtddance services for ptpils Kdio needed psychological and/or
psychiatric help were almost non-existent.
(12) Althou^ there were adequate provisions for educational and
vocational counseling at the senior high school level, the elementary
and the jtmior hl^i school pupils were virtually deprived of it.
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(13) Most of the gtddance personnel working in the Medley schools
were not basically trained as gtddance personnel.
(lU) The teaching faculty of the Medley schools was of the opinion
that adequate gtddance services were not being provided to the ptpils,
and the large size of the classes did not pemdt the teachers to assist
ptpils in their individual needs in différait areas.
(15) Although the gtddance services program in the Biggin HDl.
School District was not adequate, it was still better than most of the
school districts in the surrounding areas.
(16) The guidance facilities provided in the Medley schools in
1970 did not even measure tp to the guidance facilities iddch were pro
vided in the schools in Alberta and in Canada as a whole in 1967.
Hecommendations
3h Older to Increase the efficiency of the guidance services pro
gram in the Biggin Hill School District, the following recommaidatlons
are made:
(1) It is recommended that the director of guidance services pre
pare and arrange for the dissemination of infonaatian relative to the
aims, methods, procedures and objectives of the school system's guidance
program.
(2) It is further ^commended that the director of guidance
services should Initiate a standardized testing program throughout the
school system.
(3) Since the classroom teacher is an essential person in the
overall guidance program of the school, it is recommaided that the
director of guidance services hold an in-service training program for
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all teachers in the system at the beginning of each school year.
(U) Counseling authorities have advised that there should be one
full-time counselor for every 250 ptpils.

It is, therefore, recommended

that in addition to the director of guidance services there should be
ten full-time counselors, both male and female, to assist ptpils in
their individual develcpmental needs.

It is iaplied that Hie appoint

ment of ten full-time qualified counselors will not cmly enable every
school to have guidance personnel, but will also provide adequate
guidance services for all the pupils in the school system.
(5) Since anecdotal records provide useful Information in msiking
^praisal of a pipil, it is suggested that the teachers be encouraged
to make note of significant behavior observations, and place these
records in the pvpils' cumulative records.
(6) In view of the fact that the parent-teacher conference pro
vides the opportunity for the home and school to share in the knowledge
and understanding of the child, it is recammended that there should be
two such conferences every year, one in November and the other in April.
In addition, teachers should be encouraged to initiate meetings with
parents, if and vftien the need arises.
(7) In order to help pupils find suitable jobs, it is recmmended
that the director of guidance services should seek the cooperation of
the local business community and the Department of Marpower and Immi
gration,

(8) It is suggested that during the spring of each year the coun
selors from the senior high school should pay a visit to the grade nine
students in the junior high school and discuss the academic program.
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social and athletic events, and other things that tiie ptpils may wish
to know about the senior high school.

In addition, the cotmselor should

give a pre-registration form to each grade nine ptpil, and help him make
his tentative program for the senior high school.
(9)

It is also recemended that the representatives of the

Ifeiversity of Alberta and the Department of Maipower and Immigration
should be invited frequently to the senior h i ^ school to acquaint
ptpils with the education and vocational opportunities available.
(10) In order to provide adequate, frequent and up-to-date voca
tional information to the ptpils, it is recommended that the school
career fair be organised on a yearly basis.
(11) It is suggested that the guidance personnel should develop
an organized progrson to assist the ptpils who drop out of school earlier
than they should.
(l?) Psychological and/or psychiatric help provided for one or
two days a year to a school system t-âth 2,L?3 ptpils is not adequate.
It is, therefore, suggested that the director of guidance services
should strive for frequent services of the gttLdance clinic.
(13)

It is also recmmended that the services of a full-time

school psychologist shottld be procured in order to assist ptpils more
effectively.
(lit) In order to facilitate guidance work, it is suggested that
in addition to the guidance office each school shotild be provided with
two small rooms for interview ptrrposes.
(l5) For the information of teachers and principals in their
working relationship with ptpils, parents, and community members, it is
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suggested that the Biggin Hill School Board develop, publish and main
tain an tp-to-date school board policies manual.
(l6'l There is a need for a guidance ccmoittee consisting of
various teachers, guidance personnel and administrators to investigate
and ST^gest lapromnents for the guidance services program in the school
system.

It is also suggested that the evaluation of the effectiveness

of the guidance program should be undertaken on a continuous basis.
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Directions;

Please check the appropriate KLank(s) and/or svpply the

answer(s) in the space(s) provided unless otherwise specified.
1.

Do you have a homeroom?

Tes___________
No

If yes, which grade?
(Circle one)

1 2 3 l ; 5 6 7 8 9

2. I'lhich grade (s) do you teach?
(Circle those which apply)

10

11

12

1 2 3 1 : ^ 6 7 8 9

10

11

12

3. % a t is the avers^e enrollment in your class(es)?
(Please indicate the number)

____________

li. Do you feel that you have ptpils in your class (es) who need special
ized help that you as a teacher cannot provide but could be provided
by the social worker, health nurse, physician, and/or guidance
counselor?
Tes _________
No

_________

If so, approximately how many?
1 or 2 __________

3 to 9 _________

6 to 10__________

11 to 19__________

16 or more
9. % a t type of studaits, in your considered opinion, need most help?
The intellectually gifted_____________________
The slow learners

___________________________

The socially maladjusted
The physically handic^jped __________________
If others, please state

___________________ _
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6.

If yon have some student(s) In your class(es) requiring additional
help, indicate why you feel that you are unable to provide the help
needed.
Inadequate training in light of pajrticular
piçâl needs____________________________ ____________________
Lack of e^qjerience in dealing with those
ptç)ils who need additional help
Lack of time due to other duties
Lack of qualified assistance
Inadequate plant facilities
Lack of appropriate curriculum materials
If others, please specify

7.

bliich, if any of the following, do you think would enable you to
meet the individual needs of your ptpils more effectively?
Additional help for classroom teacher

'____________

Assignment of a teacher aide to your
classroom_______________________________________________
Provision of more instructional time and
reduction of non-professional duties_____ _________________
Reduction of class size

__________________

Lengthening of class periods
(Junior and senior high classes only)

__________________

Shortening of class periods
(Junior and senior high classes only)

___________________

If others, please state
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8.

Do you have sonœ student(s) in your class (es) who are emotionally
disturbed and need professional help from psychologist and/or
psychiatrist?
Y e s _____________
No

_____________

If yes, appro3dmately how maigr?
1 or 2 ____________
6 to 10

3 to 5
H

_____

to Ig

l6 or more
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Directionsî Please check the appropriate blank(s) and/or supply the
answer(s) in the space(s) provided unless otherwise specified.
1.

Name of the school cUstrlct/division/county __________________

2.

How many schools are being operated in your school system?
(Please give the number of schools in the appropriate blanks)
Elementary schools

___________ _

Junior high schools ______________
Senior high schools ____________ _
Elementary-junior high schools
Junior-senior high schools ___
Elementary-junior-senior high schools
Comprehensive high schools
3.

How many teachers are employed in your school system?
(Please give the number in the appropriate blanks)
Elementary school teachers
Junior high school teachers ___________
Senior high school teachers ___________

ii. What is the pupil enrollment in your school district/division/county?
(Please give the nrniber in the appropriate blanks)
Elementary school pupils ______________
Junior high school pi^ils _________________
Senior high school pupils _____________
To lAcm do you assign the responsibility for directing and coordin
ating the guidance services in your school system?
Director of guidance services _______________________
Assistant stperintendent

__________________________

School principal

___________________________

High school counselor_________________________
Not specifically delegated
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If others, please state

6. What is the namber of guidance personnel employed in your school
system? (Please give the number in •the blanks provided)
Director of guidance

____________________

Counselors
School psychologist

________________________

Clerical (assigned guidance)

____________________

If others, please state______ ____________________________

7. Are the above personnel full-time or part-time eirployees?
Full-time

Part-time
(please give fraction
of time)

Director of guidance
Counselors
School psychologist
Clerical (assigned guidance)
Others, please list
I'Jhich of the guidance functions are performed in your school system,
and who has the major responsibility for these functions?
(Please check the blanks in column 1 and gi-ve the professional
title in coltmm 2)

Counseling individual students
Assisting teachers in
counseling techniques
Vocational placement follow-\p
Administering of individual
tests
Coordination of a standardized
test program
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Case studies of remedial
students
Case studies of acadanically
gifted pi^)ils
9.

What guidance provisions are used in your school system?
(Please check the blanks)
Homeroom guidance program__________ _______________
Part-time teacher counselor_____________ ___________
Guidance committee_________________ __________ _
Classroom gu3.dance

_______

Planned guidance experiences (such
as career fair, visitations, etc.)
Individual counseling for all pupils
on a non-referral basis
Individual counseling for all
problem cases
Cumulative records of pupils
If others, please state

10. Are any full-time guidance workers assigned to individual schools?
Yes

_________

No

_________

If yes, please indicate the number in column 1 and give the pro
fessional title in column 2.
1
?
Number assigned to elementary schools
Number assigned to junior high schools^
Number assigned to senior high schools^
Number assigned to junior-senior
high schools
Number assigned to elementary-juniorsenior high schools
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Number assigned to elementary-junior
high schools
Number assigned to comprehensive
high schools

Please send any additional information or printed material that might
be helpful in explaining your guidance program.
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April 7, 1970

Dear

This survey is being conducted to evaluate the existing
guidance program in the Biggin Hill School District and to seek
information for further improvement.

Would you therefore kindly

fill in the attached questionnaire and return it to your school
principal at your earliest convenience.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Yours truly,

(S. KAPOOR)

Enel.: Ques tionnalre
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Officers' Mess
Canadian Forces Base
Medley, Alberta
April 1, 1970

Mr. ________ ___________
Superintendent of Schools
'

, Alberta

Dear Sir:

I am a graduate student in the School of Education at the
University of Montana, and the main purpose of my research study
is to evaluate the existing guidance services program in the
Biggin Hill School District, Medley, Alberta, and to seek informa
tion for its Improvement. I may also add that Mr. W. B. Novak,
Superintendent of Schools, Biggin Hill School District, has indicated
his sipport regarding the usefulness of this stu(^.
Information for this research survey will be collected from
teachers, principals, and school superintendents through question
naires and interviews.
Since it is necessary for me to acquaint myself with
guidance programs prevalent in different school systems in this
province, I am requesting your cooperation in having the enclosed
questionnaire corpleted and returned to me in the enclosed selfaddressed envelope at your earliest convenience.
Please permit me to add that the findings of the study should
provide educational administrators with information iç»on viiich to
base the organization of a guidance program in schools.
Also, please accept my thanks in advance for your valuable
time and kind cooperation.

Tours truly,

(S. Kapoor)
ïhcl.î

Guidance Questionnaire
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